Dragon Husband
Chapter 1504 Use a silver needle, you also deserve it?
The atmosphere at the scene seemed to freeze!
Everyone looked at Wiliam in horror.
Beginning with his physical body taking the ten palms of the innate secret realm powerhouse,
including the Seven Deadly Palms!
Then he will let the elders ten tricks to force the magic weapon!
Which thing does not seem to everyone to be strange!
However, when the try happened before their eyes, they felt that this kid is far from being as simple
as imagined!
Even if you look up at him again and again!
Even if there is hope for him again and again!
But it’s not enough!
Where is the upper limit of this guy!
Is he still a natural waste of blood!
And what kind of magic weapon the weird silver needle in front of him is!
It is actually a bit better than the purple butterfly blade!
Now, he said it was his turn!
Everyone can’t imagine what will happen next.
At this time, a majestic force spewed from Wiliam’s body!
Strength is constantly rising!
Consummation!
Everyone can obviously feel this state.
However, before everyone had time to say anything, the power rose again!
“boom!”

Like a thunder!
The aura on Wiliam suddenly screamed!
breakthrough!
An even more majestic force burst out!
Everyone’s eyes widened in an instant, and some even slapped themselves severely to make sure that
what they saw was not an illusion!
Half a step innate!
Now Wiliam’s body is steaming, and it is half a step of innate aura!
But this is horrible!
He is not congenital waste of blood!
Isn’t it that you can’t break through and reach Consummation in the year of eternal life!
What the hell is this scene in front of me!
Wiliam’s momentum directly broke through to the half-step innate, causing the audience to scream!
Even Wenren Tiange couldn’t help but shout out!
Half a step innate!
Sweep away the shame!
“He is not a congenital waste of blood!” someone shouted out first!
At this time, more people reacted!
When he planted blood to open veins before, Wiliam couldn’t plant his grandmother’s blood.
At that time, the suzerain said there were only two possibilities.
One is born with a waste of blood!
Now, Wiliam’s doubts about being born with a waste of blood have been severely shattered by Wiliam!
Then, there is only one possibility left!
Wiliam bears blood!
And the blood is more noble than the blood of the grandmother!
What kind of blood is this!

“Damn! He is still improving! What kind of monster is he!” Just as everyone’s mind was complicated,
someone exclaimed!
Everyone looked at Wiliam!
as predicted!
The aura on Wiliam’s body showed no signs of stopping after half a step through the innate!
Instead, it continues to rise with a more rapid momentum!
“He! It’s not just a breakthrough half-step innate!” Wen Ren Tiange was shocked, and said this
sentence in disbelief!
Everyone thought that even if Wiliam hadn’t turned his energy to perfection, he must have just made a
breakthrough recently.
Because a while ago, everyone thought he was still reaching the peak of his energies, and only a few
days have passed!
Now, Wiliam is like this, how can he be born just half a step!
rising!
rising!
rising!
Everyone’s eyes, with Wiliam’s rising momentum, became more and more shocking!
Some people even thought in their hearts that if this kid continues like this, he won’t set foot in the
congenital secret realm directly!
That would be horrible!
And Wiliam, with a sharp look in his eyes, there was only one person in his eyes.
Wenren Tianqing!
Tigers do not show off their power, you treat me as HELLOKITTY!
I didn’t want to care about you stupid before, it doesn’t mean I am angry!
When Wiliam stepped into the common people’s territory, he had already reached the peak state of
Huajin Consummation.
Then, after obtaining the Earth Bone Blood Crystal of the Azure Kylin and successfully forging the
bone, Wiliam could completely break through to the half-step innate.
However, he did not have a direct breakthrough in accordance with the advice of Qilin Tianqing.
Next, I spent thirty days in Luo Tian’s Mikong, and completed a complete quenching of the body!

In the end, it was even more terrifyingly tempered from the soul to the bones and bones of the
resentful peach blossom in the Peach Blossom Abyss!
Azure Qilin Bone Blood Crystal, Luo Tian Mikong 30 days, resentment peach blossom!
Of these three encounters, any one of them can be suffocating!
And any one of the chain quenching is enough to make Wiliam’s realm soar!
This is what he did with his life.
Even now, Wiliam broke through to the Innate Secret Realm in one fell swoop, only in a single thought.
The elder Wenren Tianqing in front of him had only broken through the congenital secret realm a few
years ago, staying at the elementary extreme.
Wiliam is a fierce man who can cross the ranks, and he has the blood of the ancestor of the eternal
unicorn, the long live demon lotus, and the blessing of the unicorn!
Wenren Tianqing was in his eyes, and it was not worth mentioning now.
“When on earth can he stop!” Someone made such a surprise, and the voice was mixed with shocking
tremors.
Even Wenrenqing’s eyes widened, and he kept tugging at his sister, “Sister, what do you think? I’m
pooh, how do you feel?”
But this time, Wenren couldn’t say anything.
She looked at Wiliam with complicated eyes and shook her head.
It’s not that I can’t see through, I just don’t want to say.
In the presence, Wenren Tianqing’s mood can be described as the most complicated.
Horrified!
Confuse!
There is even a bit of fear mixed in it!
He has always thought that this is just a little rubbish, not worth mentioning at all.
But now, the little trash has changed!
He has become a strong opponent that he has to fight with twelve points!
He is scared!
This kid really won’t break into the congenital secret realm in one fell swoop!
The entire congenital secret realm martial artist with the blood and blood, except for the hidden
elders and seniors, there is also the suzerain and the two elders.

What if I can’t beat it?
Wen Ren Tianqing unexpectedly had such an idea in his heart.
At this time, someone shouted: “Stop! Stop! Finally the horse has stopped!”
Wen Ren Tianqing lifted his spirits and looked at Wiliam!
really!
Wiliam’s body was steaming, like cooking oil in a hot pot, but finally it didn’t climb anymore.
And now the realm of this aura on Wiliam’s body is!
Half-step congenital peak!
One step away from the congenital secret realm!
Although there was no step into the congenital secret realm, it was scary enough.
Half a step to the congenital peak, the first person below the suzerain elder!
And everyone finally understood why Wiliam had to gain momentum like this step by step!
Suppress people with power!
Wenren Tianqing breathed a sigh of relief. Fortunately, it was just a half-step from the congenital peak,
which was almost meaningless compared to himself.
If you deal with it seriously, this kid should not survive today.
Just be careful of this kid’s silver needle.
But at this time, Wiliam suddenly smiled.
The Long Live Demon Lotus in front of him is directly in the body.
Everyone was taken aback.
The biggest kill of this kid seems to be the silver needle.
Why did it take it in instead?
Wiliam dashed towards Wenren Tianqing.
In the wind, there was only one indifferent word.
“Use a silver needle, do you match it too?”
“A pair of fists, more than enough!”

